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DESCRIPTION

Discover Twinkly Candies, smart decorative lights that effortlessly bring enchantment into your living space. These 

captivating shapes of Candles, Pearls, Stars, and Hearts will magically bring charm to any room, making them the 

perfect choice for DIY enthusiasts and tech-savvy individuals. Whether you want to create a cozy glow in your 

child’s room, craft mesmerizing streaming setups, elevate holiday celebrations, or add a personalized touch to 

your interior. Twinkly Candies are the ultimate portable and customizable lighting solution in more than 16 millions 

colors, thanks to its lightweight USB-C powered design that knows no bounds.

Specifications can be subject to change without notice
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LONG DESCRIPTION

FEATURES HIGHLIGHTS

CANDIES Specifications can be subject to change without notice

Premium lightweight design with playful shapes: delight in the 

charming shapes of Hearts, adding a touch of wonder to your 

home decor. With their lightweight, Candies are a portable 

wonder thanks to its USB-C powered design.

Create magic in any setting: Twinkly Candies are the perfect 

addition to any occasion, be it for cozy nights, festive 

celebrations, gaming adventures, or streaming setups. 

Illuminate your world with Twinkly Candies’ limitless charm, 

creating moments of awe and joy in every corner of your 

home.

Boundless personalization with 16 million colors: unleash your 

creativity using the Twinkly app, offering an endless palette of 

colors, hues and shades. Customize your lighting effects to 

match your unique style, transforming your living space into a 

playful canvas of radiant colors and ambiance.

Smart device controlled by app: Twinkly Candies bring 

enchantment to your space with seamless Bluetooth and Wi-

Fi connectivity. Effortlessly control them via the user-friendly 

Twinkly app, enhancing your home decor with the magic of 

smart decorative lighting.

Mesmerizing audio-visual experience: watch your lights dance 

to Twinkly Music (sold separately), a smart microphone that 

interprets ambient sounds and music in your space and applies 

synchronized colors and effects in real time.

Heart-shaped Multicolor RGB LEDs – 16 million colors with 

vibrant and dynamic lighting options
App-controlled lights string – Effortlessly control your Twinkly 

Candies using the user-friendly Twinkly app for iOS and 

Android on mobile and tablet
Unleash your creativity – Enjoy a variety of ready-to-play 

customizable effects and animations or craft your unique 

light show
Instant Wi-Fi and Bluetooth® connection – Seamlessly 

connect your Twinkly Candies using the included smart 

controller for easy configuration
Group multiple Twinkly devices – Create larger, synchronized 

decorations by combining your Twinkly Candies with other 

Twinkly devices
Enhance your lighting experience with Twinkly Music – Works 

with Twinkly Music (sold separately) to react to the music 

played in your environment for synchronized visual effects 

with ambient sounds and music
Works with Amazon Alexa and Hey Google – Experience 

hands-free control by integrating Twinkly Candies with your 

smart home devices of choice
Integrates with Razer Chroma™ RGB and OMEN Light Studio 

– Elevate your gaming adventure with stunning lighting 

effects that react to gameplay
Smart controller with USB-C power cable included – Take 

Twinkly Candies anywhere, thanks to their lightweight 

portable design
For Indoor Use – Twinkly Candies are IP20-certified for 

indoor use only

Discover Twinkly Candies, smart decorative lights that effortlessly bring enchantment into your living space. These captivating 

shapes of Candles, Pearls, Stars, and Hearts will magically bring charm to any room, making them the perfect choice for DIY 

enthusiasts and tech-savvy individuals. Whether you want to create a cozy glow in your child’s room, craft mesmerizing streaming 

setups, elevate holiday celebrations, or add a personalized touch to your interior. Twinkly Candies are the ultimate portable and 

customizable lighting solution in more than 16 millions colors, thanks to its lightweight USB-C powered design that knows no 

bounds.

Easily configure Twinkly Candies via Bluetooth® and Wi-Fi and watch the Twinkly App work its magic as it scans and maps each 

bulb. Group them with other Twinkly devices for larger, synchronized decorative displays. Enjoy the convenience of voice control 

through Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant for a hands-free experience.

For even more impressive decorations, enhance your Twinkly Candies with Twinkly Music, a USB device with a built-in microphone 

that interprets ambient sounds and music, syncing the perfect colors and effects with your lights, creating a mesmerizing audio-

visual symphony. And if you’re a gamer, get ready for an immersive experience! Twinkly seamlessly integrates with Razer Chroma™ 

RGB and OMEN Light Studio, elevating your gaming sessions with stunning lighting effects that react to your gameplay, taking your 

gaming adventure to a whole new level of excitement.
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GENERAL

Product SKU TWKH100RGB-T

EAN 8053614841233

Manufacturer Ledworks S.r.l.

Year’s model 2023

FEATURES

App controlled Twinkly App (iOS and Android) 
free for mobile and tablet

Groupable Yes, with other Twinkly devices 
under good Wi-Fi coverage

Timer Yes

Dimmable Yes

Custom effects Yes, unlimited

Control Remotely Yes (ON/OFF, Brightness, 
Colors, Effects)

Music Sync Yes, with Twinkly Music (sold 
separately)

Voice Control Yes, with Amazon Alexa and 
Google Assistant

Integrations Works with Razer Chroma™ 
RGB and OMEN Light Studio

TECHNICAL

Input voltage 5V DC

Power source USB-C

Power supply Not included

Lifespan Over 30000 hours

IP rating IP 20

LIGHT STRING

LED type Addressable LED

LED color 16M+ colors

No. of LEDs 100

Lamp shapes Heart

Lamp finish Matte

Lamp diameter 12.5 mm | 0.49 in

Lamps spacing 6 cm | 2.36 in

Lighted length 6 m | 19.6 ft

Lamps spacing 6 cm | 2.36 in

Extendibility No

Replaceable lamps No

Wire color Transparent

CONTROLLER

Controller Generation II

Connectivity Bluetooth® and Wi-Fi

Dimensions
3.5 x 1.3 x 7 cm | 1.4 x 0.52 x 

2.75 in

Cable color Black

Lead cable length 1 m | 3.3 ft

Power cable length 1 m | 3.3 ft

Specifications can be subject to change without notice


